The problems as to the recognition to be accorded the relative rights of security holders in pending railroad bankruptcies are the most complex that have arisen since the decision in the Boyd case' focused attention on this phase of reorganization law. This is due not merely to the number of railroads involved, 2 but to the intensity of their financial difficulties.
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LAW AND CONTEMPORARY PROB s scrutinize the fairness of plans primarily in an endeavor to secure immunity from the Boyd doctrine by obtaining a judicial pronouncement that a "fair offer" had been made to junior creditors. 9 The Commission was brought into. the situation only when the proceedings had reached an advanced stage? 0 Even then the Commission was concerned only with the public interest involved, and displayed little solicitude as to allocations between classes of security holders? 1 Under Section 77, on the other hand, the Commission and the courts are specifically required to find that a plan "is fair and equitable, affords due recognition to the rights of each class of creditors and stockholders, does not discriminate unfairly in favor of any class of creditors or stockholders, and will conform to the requirements of the law of the land regarding the participation of the various classes of creditors and stockholders.' 2 Whether or not the Boyd doctrine applies in its technical sense as between classes of creditors, 13 the language of the statute requires recognition of all differences in status, not only between creditors and stockholders, but also between underlying bondholders, on the one hand, and the holders of junior bonds or unsecured claims, on the otherj..
General Principles Governing Distribution
At the very beginning of the performance of its tasks under Section 77, the Commission was confronted with a claim that, far from extending the Boyd doctrine, Section 77 had repealed it. The so-called "composition" theory, evolved by counsel representing debtor interests, was that Section 77 differed from the previous equity procedure in being a "composition" statute; that the very basis of a composition was that the debtor retained an interest in his property; and that a composition to which the requisite proportion of the creditors had assented could not be upset by the courts because of unduly lenient treatment of the equity interests unless the creditors had failed to receive as much as they would have received on a liquidation basis. 
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theory received short shrift both from the Commission" 6 and from at least one lower court, 1 7 even before the Supreme Court administered the coup de grdce in the Los Angeles Lumber Products case. 8 While it is easy to say what theory the Commission rejected, it is not so easy to define precisely the theory that has been adopted. The Commission has not purported to lay down any neat formula for universal application. Rather it has followed common law tradition wherein "lines are pricked out by the gradual approach and contact of decisions on the opposing sides" 19 However, two general statements may be ventured with some assurance. In the first place, the Commission purports to adhere to a principle of absolute priority, not only as between creditors and stockholders, but also as between classes of creditors. Once a hierarchy of interests is established, each class must receive ioo%/ satisfaction before the next lower class may participate at all. The claim thus satisfied includes, in the case of creditors, interest as well as principal 2 However-and this is a vitally important corollary-ioo% satisfaction is deemed to be given by ioo% satisfaction in paper. Priorities are considered satisfied if the full amount of the claim is recognized in securities of the appropriate dollar amount.
2 ' No attempt has been made to insist that the securities issuable to a senior class must have a prospective market value of ioo cents on the dollar before a junior class may participate. Indeed, in those few instances where senior interests have asked for more than ioo% in new securities to compensate for sacrifices entailed in receiving partial.compensation in income bonds or stock, such treatment has been denied. 
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The Commission has even gone further. It has not insisted upon allocations which would reasonably assure that the securities issuable to senior interests should attain a market value of ioo cents on the dollar before any income of the reorganized company could be paid to junior interests. An example will clarify what is meant. Suppose that certain bondholders are to receive 40% of their claim in 4% fixed-interest bonds, 30%o in 4!% income bonds, and 30% in $5 preferred stock, whereas stockholders receive only comfhon stock. While the market value of the package of securities issued to the bondholders would not be anything like par .within any reasonably foreseeable time after the reorganization, the allocation is such that when, if ever, it should become possible to pay dividends on the common stock issued to the existing stockholders, the market value of the package of securities awarded to the bondholders would probably then be such as to enable them to get out whole. On the other hand, suppose a case where a senior interest receives 40% in income bonds, 30% in preferred and 30% in common stock, and a junior interest also receives common stock, although in a smaller amount per dollar of claim. Here the junior interest may receive some income on the reorganization securities issued to it at a time when the market value of the securities issued to the senior interest would still be far from par. Yet the Commission has sustained provisions of this type." In other words, the Commission believes that priorities may be sufficiently recognized by a quantitative as distinguished from a. qualitative preference, provided that the junior interest does -not receive a security ranking prior to the lowest security issued to the senior interest and receives even that lowest security on a less favorable basis.?' Just how much less favorable the basis must be is a matter of judgment, the reasoning behind which is normally not fully disclosed.
The matter may be put in another way. The Commission anticipated the decision in the Los Angeles Lumber Products Company case that a class of stockholders whose interest is "valueless" may not be accorded a share in the reorganized enterprise even if the creditors assent, and has applied this principle not only to stockholders -5 but also to unsecured creditors. 26 On the other hand, if the interest of a 236 1. C. C. 575, 635 (1939), a similar suggestion was rejected. There was ample precedent for the treatment requested, as, for example, in the highly successful Atchison reorganization of 895. The difficulty is that this form of treatment leads either to inflation of the capital structure or to radical limitation of the interests allowed to participate in the plan. In the Chicago Great Western case, the Commission sought (p. 623) to justify this method of allocation by pointing out that if interest on the income bonds and dividends on the preferred stock were paid, the existing bondholders would actually receive on the principal amount of their claim more than the 4% contract rate of interest on their bonds. However, as a practical matter, very few bondholders would regard this chance of increased income as compensatory. But cf. Dodd, supra note 18, at 741-743. Ry., found to have some value), Western Pacific, particular class of stockholders or creditors is found to have "value," the Commission permits this junior interest to retain a share in the-reorganized enterprise, even though there is scant probability that the securities issuable to senior creditors will ever have a market value equal to the amount of their claim, and this participation may even be in the same type of security as is issuable to senior claimants.
Strong practical considerations support this course, for, if the interest of a particular class of security holders has "value," their vote must usually be obtained upon the plan, 27 and there is little chance that a class of security holders would approve a plan utterly excluding them. However, it is well to realize how different this practice is from the rule applicable between mortgagee and mortgagor outside the reorganization field. There the Supreme Court has held that not merely principles of equity but the due process clause forbid infringement of the creditors' right to insist upon full payment before giving up any of their securityF Mont. 1940) . Section 725(3) of Chapter XV requires-the court to find "that the plan is fair and equitable as an adjustment, affords due recognition to the rights of each class of creditors and stockholders and fair consideration to each class thereof adversely affected, and will conform to the law of the land regarding the participation of the various classes of creditors and stockholders.' Since S. E. C. v. U. S. Realty & Improvement Co., 6o Sup. Ct. £044 (1940) holds that the words "fair and equitable" in Chapter XI have the same meaning as in Chapter X, it would seem that the quoted words in Chapter XV have the same meaning as in Section 77, unless the phrase "as an adjustment" is sufficient to lead to a different result. 
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Determination of the Classes Entitled to Part'ipate
The initial problem is the ascertainment of the classes of security holders entitled to participate in sonic form in the reorganized company. 29 Here the critical question is whether the interest of a particular class of security holders has "value."
The answer to that question follows from the Commission's judgment as to the total capitalization to be permitted. This is determined on the basis of a review of valuation and investment data and past and prospective earnings, a subject discussed in another article in this issue. 30 The Commission then subtracts from this total the securities left undisturbed and those to be issued for new money. There are next deducted the claims of secured creditors, with accrued interest to the effective date of the reorganization, and, if the available total permits, the claims of unsecured creditors, also with accrued interest. If any securities are still available, stockholders are allowed to participate. Preferred stock has been recognized to the exclusion of common, 3 1 except where, as in the Erie reorganization, the preference of the preferred stock extended only to dividends 3 2 When the permissible capitalization of the reorganized company ii exhausted, the interest of a class not yet reached is said to be "valueless," and that class and all classes junior to it are excluded.
Distribution as Between Senior and Junior Interests
The Commission is then faced with the problem of allocating the reorganization securities among the classes which it has found entitled to participate. Solution of this problem is necessarily conditioned by the type of securities available. The exacting task of accurately reflecting priorities has been made still more difficult because of 
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the Commission's proper refusal to sanction an unduly complicated capital structure." 3 The Commission's policy has been, in general, to avoid both divisional liens and exaggerated stratification. Normally, the securities authorized in reorganization, to satisfy the claims of holders of the numerous divisional and system bonds, and various classes of unsecured claims and stock, consist of fixed-interest bonds, contingent-interesi bonds, and preferred and common stock. 3 ' The nature and amounts of these securities are determined largely by economic considerations, but also with some reference to the problem of distribution." The allocation of reorganization securities under the Commission's principle of xoo% paper satisfaction creates little difficulty where the corporation has a capital structure in which securities are arranged in layers. The Chicago Great Western reorganization will serve as an example."
6 Apart from equipment trusts, a small terminal mortgage, a divisional mortgage of nominal amount, and indebtedness to the Railroad Credit Corporation and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, all to be assumed or paid, existing capitalization consisted of one issue of first mortgage bonds and preferred and common stock. The capitalization approved consisted, in addition to securities which were to be assumed, of First Mortgage 4s, General Income Mortgage 4!/ 2 s, 5% $50 par preferred stock, and $50 par common stock. Over a third of the new First Mortgage 4s were to be sold for cash. There were allocated to the existing bondholders the balance of the first mortgage bonds, all of the income bonds, all of the preferred stock and enough of the common stock so that each bondholder received ioo% papei satisfaction for his claim, principal and interest. There remained common stock with total par value equal to approximately one fourth of the par value of the outstanding preferred. This was awarded to the preferred stockholders, the common stockholders being excluded from the reorganization.
Parallel Liens
Simplicity of this sort, however, is far from typical of the major railroad reorganizations which have come before the Commission. In the Missouri Padfi4C case, the " The Commission has been quite aware of this effect of its policy. See Chicago, M., St. P. & P. P.. Reorg., supra note 8, at 140; Missouri P. R. R. Reorg., 239 I. C. C. 7, 95 (1940)-"' This general statement is, of course, subject to numerous exceptions. Certain securities, notably equipment and terminal obligations, have usually been left undisturbed. Also certain types of new securities have been authorized in addition to those mentioned in the text. In the Missouri, Erie, New Haven and Chicago & North Western proceedings collateral notes were provided, and, in the last, participating preferred stock and "split-coupon bonds, the commutable interest becoming fixed if earned for a certain period. The most complicated financial structure authorized by the Commission was in the Missouri Padfic proceedings where, under the approved plan, the fixed-interest and income bonds and the preferred stock were each divided into two classes. In the following proceedings, the issue of warrants was approved. Erie IL I. Reorg., supra note 32, at rig; The difficulty, moreover, lies not in the mere number of classes, but in the fact that the secured creditors hold liens on different properties-what the Commission has called "parallel liens." In cases of this sort, the allocation of the reorganization securities presents problems of a most complex and intriguing character, An initial question is the legal problem of determining the property on which a particular class of securities has a prior claim. The procedure for handling this question has not been identical in the various reorganization proceedings. In some cases disputes as to liens have been largely fought out in and settled by the reorganization court before the Commission has issued its plan s In these, of course, the Commission has followed the court's decision. In other cases, however, there has been no judicial determination and the Commission has been required either to make a preliminary determination or to recognize the existence of doubts justifying some compromisc.8 9
The Commission is then faced with the task of evaluating the properties subject to the respective liens, giving "due consideration to the earning power of the property, past, present, and prospective, and all other relevant facts."
40 The difficulty of this task is enhanced by the fact that normally no separate records as to the financial results of the operation of the various mortgage and leased line divisions have been kept. A principal device used to ascertain the economic value of respective mortgage divisions has been the formula for segregating revenues and expenses-a method which, indeed, is mentioned in the statute itself.
1 In some cases, notably in the New Haven reorganization, the court has referred the terms of a proposed formula to the Commission pursuant to Section 77(c)(1).4 2 In others, such as the Erie, the Chicago & North Western, and the Frisco, a formula applied without Commission or court approval has been recognized by the Commission in its report on the plan. study may be much more than the line could obtain except as part of the system, e.g, in the case of an alternate bridge line built to handle more economically traffic produced by other mortgage divisions.
4 4 On the other hand, expenses of operating a line as part of a system may be greater than if the line were independently operaied, 4 and in almost all cases, the segregation formula will charge a division with certain expenses which would not be saved if the division were to be severed from the system.
In order to appraise possibilities such as these, studies are commonly prepared to show the gain or loss to the mortgage division and to the remainder of the system if the line were to be severed. While severance studies necessarily involve much in the way of assumption and estimate, particularly on matters such as the routing of traffic, and their results are thus markedly characterized by what Mr. Justice Holmes termed "a delusive exactness," 4 6 they have often, and properly, been given weight by the Commission.
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Another type of study which has received consideration is the contributed traffic study. This consists of analyzing the amount of traffic originated and terminated by each mortgage division for the rest of the system. 56 far as concerns traffic which would be lost to the system if the mortgage division were to be severed, the considerations behind this are similar to those in the severance study. And as to traffic that would not be lost, there seems to be a belief that a line originating or terminating traffic is of superior stature to one that merely carries it-a recognition of the "business-getter."
48 Objections have been made to studies of this type on the ground that the division originating or terminating traffic frequently does not itself either control or attract such traffic. In any event, such a study at least serves partially to compensate for the frequently inadequate terminal allowances in segregation formulas.
9
Other factors, such as traffic density and "strategic value," have also received some Commissioner Eastman, dissenting, decried the failure to make an allowance to the Old Colony for its heavy passenger terminal expenses, in New York, N. H. & H. R. R. Reorg., supra note 14, at 183 ff.
recognition. 50 While the data as to physical value are usually, if not always, mentioned, the regard which the Commission pays them is not altogether dear 5 2 When a mortgage or leased line division's earnings, as develop.ed by various studies, exceed the fixed charges on its divisional bonds, such excess eArnings are customarily transferred to the next senior lien. 5 3 On the other hand, wliere there is a deficit on a division subject to a divisional mortgage and one or more mortgages covering other properties as well, the question arises as to which, if any, of the junior liens shall be charged with this loss. A somewhat similar problem is presented where a branch subject to a system mortgage is operating at a loss. May the bondholders disclaim the branch line as security? Although these situations have existed in several cases, no settled principle seems to have been evolved. 54 No uniform method has been or could be adopted for the translation of all these studies into an allocation of reorganization securities. Usually the Commission has leaned heavily upon allocations made in the plan filed by the debtor or in a plan filed by a group of institutional bondholders, making such adjustments as are required to adapt these to the somewhat contracted capital structure fixed by the Commission, or as are deemed appropriate in the light of the evidence adduced by other parties. O5 "It has been stated that in determining the relative values of divisions "it is proper to consider the subjects of contributed traffic, strategic position and prospective earnings, or any other relevant factors...." waukee, New Haven and Erie proceedings, a group of institutional bondholders has intervened and filed a plan. Notably in the Chicago & North Western proceedings, the Commission used the group plan as its starting point for many purposes, including the allocation of securities. In the New Haven case, the Commission followed more closely the debtor's allocations. The favorable recognition accorded plans filed by such groups is doubtless due in part to the fact that, as their interests are usually spread over the various bonds of the debtor, the framers of the plan have had every motive to make a fair allocation. It has been remarked that their active participation will do much to force "the practice to conform to the theory ?f priority" as laid down by the Supreme Court. Perhaps the closest approach to adherence to a "scientific" method of distribution, at least so far as concerned the allotment of fixed-interest bonds, was in the New Haven reorganization. The starting point was the segregation formula which the Commission and the court had approved. 56 This formula had been applied for the year ended May 31, 1937. The proportion of each division's earnings to those of the system, as determined by such application, was then applied, with appropriate adjustments, to the average earnings for the years 1933-1938, inclusive. The result was termed the "adjusted segregated earnings" of each division. 5 7 The plan provided that two small mortgages, each having an early maturity and secured by property having a value far in excess of the amount of the mortgage, one on an essential terminal property and the other with adjusted segregated earnings many times in excess of interest requirements, should be paid in cash.
5
" Three other issues, one a terminal mortgage, and two others with adjusted segregated earnings many times their interest requirements, were to be left undisturbed, with accrued interest to be paid in cash, since "it would appear inequitable to ask the holders of any of these bonds to exchange them for reorganization securities which admittedly would not be rated on the date of their issue as valuable as the bonds:
'5 ' The debtor had proposed that existing bonds be allotted fixed-interest bonds to the extent that their adjusted segregated earnings covered interest charges 1.5 times, and this principle was generally applied by the Commission in dealing with the remaining bonds.60 A more complicated method, putting greater stress on severance studies and attempting to take account of differences in the relative performance of particular mortgage divisions in good and bad years, was adopted by the committees representing life insurance companies and savings banks and largely approved by the Con mission in the Chicago & North Western reorganization.pl The committee's experts and the debtor had prepared segregation, severance and "contributive" income studi.es. on the basis of which the committee's experts had arrived at a "final measure of earnings." In the case of five bridge lines which had been built for the purpose of reducing operating costs by diverting traffic from existing routes, the severance studies were used as the "final measure of earnings.:" 2 In the case of a mortgage division which originated and terminated a substantial proportion of traffic and also handled some bridge traffic, a weight of approximately two was given to the segregation study and a weight of one to the severance studies. 6 s All these studies were made for the .year 1936. However, it was found that, during depression years, the earning power of the bridge lines was relatively greater than that of one of the system mortgages, MId. at x93-z94.
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and that as earnings increased, the earning power of the system mortgages increased rel.dively much faster than that of the bridge lines. Consequently, as a basis for the distribution of fixed-interest bonds, on which interest is payable even in times of severe depression, an estimate was made as to the "final measure of earnings" for an average depression year. On the other hand, the allocation of income bonds was based upon an estimate of the "final measure of earnings" for a normal prospective year. The Commission followed the former method so far as concerned the splitcoupon bonds which it authorized; but whereas the committees, after distributing fixed-interest and income bonds, had allocated preferred stock to fill out roo% principal and interest of all mortgage claims and had allotted common stock in partial compensation to the bondholders for the loss of rights to income by acceptance for a part of their debt of income bonds and preferred stock which were not fully cumulative, the Commission eliminated this last-mentioned allotment, and allocated income bonds and preferred and common stock on the basis of the committee's allocation of income bonds and preferred stock, with various minor adjustments." Another method of allocation, followed notably in the Erie and Missouri Pacific reorganizations and to some extent in the Milwaukee proceeding, might be termed the method of comparison. The report in the Erie reorganization will serve as an example. The debtor and an institutional group proposed plans both of which provided that the Prior-Lien bonds, which were secured by the Erie's Consolidated Mortgage, should receive ioO% of principal and accrued interest in new FirstMortgage fixed-interest bonds. This was supported by analyses of the valuation and earnings data concerning the property subject to the Consolidated Mortgage and was adopted by the Commission. The General-Lien bonds were also secured by the Consolidated Mrtgage, but in subordination to the Prior-Lien bonds. However, the value-of the security was deemed by the Commission to be sufficient to entitle the General-Lien bonds to share to the extent of 22.7% of their claim in the new fixedinterest bonds. 6 5 The balance of their allotnient was in income bonds and preferred stock. The Erie & Jersey and Genesee River divisional bonds claimed a right to better treatment than the Prior-Lien bonds. After comparison of the three issues, the claim was denied in respect of the Erie & Jersey bonds; but granted, to the extent of allowing a higher interest rate, in respect of the Genesee River bonds. The Convertible bonds stood apart because of the special nature of their collateral security, which consisted principally of stock in an anthracite coal company and an anthracite carrying branch line. Its value was examined, and treatment deemed appropriate was accorded. The Refunding and Improvement bonds were secured by the pledge of substantial amounts of General-Lien and Convertible bonds, by certain additional collateral security, and by a junior lien on the bulk of the system. The Commission awarded them the fixed-interest bonds, income bonds and preferred stock issuable in respect of the collateral, and allotted common stock for the remainder of the claim. 
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However, the Refunding and Improvement bonds were allowed to take this stock at $37.17 per share as against $4 per share in the case of unsecured creditors--thus recognizing some value in the junior lien position. 8 Special problems have arisen as to the treatment of strong underlying divisional issues. Occasionally the Commission has authorized the satisfaction of such issues by payment in cash. 67 We have already referred to the Commission's statement in the New Haven proceeding, that the position of certain divisional issues was so strong that the bondholders could not be compensated even by ioo% in new system first-mortgage bonds, and that fairness required that the issues remain undisturbed. 1947 be exchanged for new 4% divisional bonds due in 1969 whereas the best security issued to other bondholders was a general mortgage bond due in 1989 with 2 / fixed interest and an additional iY2/ interest which should become fixed when the commutable interest had been earned and payable. for three successive years. 0 9 A different expedient employed in the Missouri Pacific reorganization, which had the advantage of avoiding the perpetuation of divisional liens, was the issue of short-term collateral notes secured by pledge of first-mortgage bonds and to bear such interest as to permit them to sell at par.7 0
In other cases, however, apparently strong divisional liens have not fared vo well. In the Denver & Rio Grande Western proceeding, although the evidence showedthat the earnings of the Denver's western lines were more than adequate to cover interest charges on the bonds representing first liens on such lines, the Commission not only rejected suggestions of a separate western-division mortgage and of a special series of short-term fixed-interest bonds with an interest rate and other features intended to insure their selling at par, but allotted no fixed-interest bonds at all" The Commission justified this treatment on the grounds that all the permissible fixed-interest bonds were required to be issued to provide new money for the payment of trustees' certificates and reorganization expenses and redemption of the FirstMortgage bonds of the Denver & Salt Lake and to provide satisfaction in full for the notes held by the R. F. C. The Commission stated: 7 The approval of the issue of new first-mortgage bonds to the Finance Corporation, while the debtor's bondholders are to receive none' of such bonds, is justified, in our opin- ion, by considerations beyond the estimated value of the particular securities under pledge. Not only is the Finance Corporation in possession of the stocks of the Salt Lake and the Salt t.ake Western, and thus in position to veto the consolidation of properties which forms the basis of the plan, but it has indicated that it will, if satisfied with the plan, agree to underwrite the financing necessary to redeem the Salt Lake bonds outstanding in the hands of the public, the payment of trustee's certificates, and the cash required for reor. ganization expenses, etc., a total of $7,443,675.
Again, in the Milwaukee reorganization, the Commission awarded the Milwaukee & Northern Ist 4Yzs only 70% in First Mortgage 4% bonds and 30% in General Mortgage 4V2% income bonds, although interest in 1936 was estimated to have been earned about four times on one theory and about three times on another, and testimony had been introduced to show that the Northern could operate successfully as an independent road or in association with some other system. 7 3 The unexpressed reason behind this was, of course, that the amount of available fixedinterest bonds was so small that the existing Milwaukee General Mortgage bonds, secured by a first lien on over 6,ooo miles of lines east of the Missouri River and which had passed unscathed through the 1927 reorganization, could be given only 250/ in that type of security. Hard cases mean hard treatment even for strong divisional issues.-While the "value" of the particular property subject to the mortgage is given great weight in determining the amount and type of reorganization securities to be exchanged for existirig bonds, the Commission does not appear to have been very much concerned with changes in lien position for the future. For example, in the Etie reorganization, the Prior-Lien bonds were obliged to share the new first mortgage, to the extent of nearly 5o%/, with divisional and junior issues.
74 Nicety in the preservation of lien position becomes impracticable in the light of the Commission's principles of paper satisfaction and its. aversion to undue complication of the financial structure. Substantially no weight appears to have been given to differences in existing coupon rates. 
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Claims Secured by Collateral
Special problems have arisen in the case of claims secured by collateral. These claims fall into two general classes-collateral trust bond issues, and collateral loans by commercial banks, the Railroad Credit Corporation, and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
Collateral trust bond issues can likewise be roughly divided into two categories. In one class, the bonds are secured in part by the pledge of a smaller face amount of senior securities and in part by a junior mortgage lien. Here, the usual treatment has been to allot the reorganization securities that would have been issuable in respect of the pledged collateral, and to fill out the ioo% paper satisfaction with some type of junior security. The Commission concluded that the inflation of the capital structure that would result from issuance of these securities would be undesirable, and that the holders of the Secured 6s should be required to cut down their participation to the amount of their claim, being compensated by an appropriate increase in the proportion of higher grade securities. Since the fixed-interest and income bonds issuable in respect of the pledged collateral would alone have nearly equaled the amount of the claim, the solution had to take the form of eliminating preferred stock and increasing the proportion of fixedinterest bonds. In other words, the problem was to determine how $18,516,146 must be divided as between fixed-interest and income bonds in order to produce a total value equal to the value of the $5,635,ooo in fixed-interest bonds, $i,27o,ooo in income bonds, and $u,27oooo in preferred stock that would have been issuable for the pledged collateral. Since the Commission found the evidence inadequate to permit such a determination, it cut the Gordian knot by raising the proporion of the fixed-interest bonds to be issued in respect of the pledged bonds in the same ratio as the amount of the collateral bore to the debt. That is, since the debt was secured by approximately iY2 times its face amount in pledged bonds, the proportion of fixed-interest bonds issuable in respect of the pledged bonds was made 3o% instead of the 2o applicable in the case of bonds publicly held. This resulted in the issuance of $8,452,50o of fixed-interest bonds, or slightly more than 45/ of the debt, and the balance was made up by income bonds. 76 Similar treatment was accorded a number "'As in Erie R. R. Reorg., supra note 32, at-xi6 (Refunding and Improvement bonds). of the bank creditors." 7 While the method was admittedly illogical, it seems reasonably clear that the collateral bondholders were not unfairly treated. This example also serves to illustrate why many plans have proposed to limit the ratio in which the reorganized company may pledge its bonds. The treatment of collateral loans made by commercial banks, the Railroad Credit Corporation, and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation has, of course, varied in accordance with the nature, amount and value of the collateral. In some cases the sheer amount of the collateral has been such that the Commission has awarded payment in cash. Thus, in the Chicago Great Western reorganization, it was found that, on the basis of the par value of existing bonds held by each, the claim of the R. F. C., principal and interest, was covered 3.28 times and that of the R. C. C., principal and interest, 3.67 times, whereas that of existing bondholders was secured only .87 times due to the accumulated interest; Accordingly, the Commission held that full cash payment should be made to the R. F. C. and the R. C. C.'8 The collateral position of the banks and the R. C. C. in the Erie reorganization was likewise deemed to justify full payment in cash. 7 9 This does not seem to have been as clear as the Commission assumed, at least so far as the R. C. C. was concerned. Although the R. C. C.'s collateral would have entitled it to reorganization securities greatly in excess of the face amount of its claim, this excess would have consisted almost wholly of common stock. In other words, while the money to pay the R. C. C. will come from the sale 'of collateral-tfust notes secured by a pledge of securities of the sane issue as those awarded senior creditors, the benefit of retirement of .the loan will inure chiefly to junior creditors and stockholders.
Another situation presented is where a note is secured by salable non-system collateral. In one case where this had a market value at least approximating the face of the note, but the company's finances were not such as to justify cash payment and the sale of the collateral would have been inadvisable from its standpoint, the Commission approved the issuance of new short-term notes secured by the existing collateral 80 In another case non-system collateral, which was only part of the security, was ordered sold, the proceeds to be applied in reduction of the debt. 81 A somewhat different problem is presented where the R. F. C., as a condition to agreeing to finance a reorganization, has insisted upon better treatment of its claims than that to which it would otherwise have been entitled. This is reminiscent of the old equity receivership problem as to the extent to which the value of securities offered to stockholders might exceed the amount of the new money to be paid. We have already referred to the Denver & Rio Grande Western proceeding, wheie the allocation of first-mortgage bonds to the R. F. C. in satisfaction of its existing claim prevented the making of any such allocation to divisional bonds that were earning their interest. 8 2 In the Western Pacific reorganization, on rehearing, the Commission awarded to the notes held by the R. F. C., which were secured for the most part by junior securities, the same treatment as First Mortgage bonds in consideration of (x) the purchase of the new first-mortgage bonds by the R. F. C. at par and (2) the value of the collateral securing the notes.83 Opinions will differ as to the propriety of this practice. On the one hand, it can be said that the new bonds will not sell at par, and that even if they would, an investment banker would certainly require a commission for underwriting themif, indeed, an underwriting over so long a period as is involved in a reorganization under Section 77 could be obtained at all. Against this, it may be argued that the improved position which the R. F. C. is obtaining as to its existing claim may develop to be out of all proportion.to a fair underwriting fee. 8 4 We have endeavored to place the subject in its setting, to develop the principles applied by the Commission and the few courts that have rendered opinions, and to note the major problems that have arisen. More than that has been impossible here. If the Rule in Shelley's Case can not be kept in a nutshell, it is equally impossible to discuss critically, within decent limits, the complex problems of distribution in railroad reorganizations of the last decade.
Opinions will differ as to the propriety of the treatment meted out by the Commission in a particular case or to a particular security. Where sacrifices are being parceled out, enthusiasm is not likely over the results. Yet a study of the Commission's reports gives a definite impression of a sincere, painstaking, and, in most cases, successful effort to unravel the tangled skeins and to reach a fair result. Certainly the Commission's decisions of the last few years constitute a most important case-book for the student of reorganization law.
